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1. The English need improvement since there are some grammatical and syntax errors in 

the manuscript. For example, the words “an oral” maybe as “oral”; “the mol2” as “mol2”; 

“construction” as “the construction”; “is intestinal” as “in intestinal”; “regarding the” as 

“of the”. The grammar mistakes which are not mentioned here are also to be checked 

and corrected properly. 
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2. . There are some typing mistakes as well, and authors are advised to carefully 
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“withzedoary” as “with zedoary”; “Key words” as “Keywords”; “drug likeness” as 
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3. Check the abbreviations throughout the manuscript and introduce the abbreviation 
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(For example, IL-1β, IL-6, MCP-1, etc.). And it should be in both abstract as well as in the 

remaining part of the manuscript. Make a word abbreviated in the article that is 

repeated at least three times in the text, not all words need to be abbreviated. 
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Reply：we have  corrected that  “Rhizoma sanarum”, genes name be italic all over the 

manuscript.t. 

5. Scientific evidence should be supported with proper references, in particular, the 

introduction section. And also the remaining part of the manuscript. The reference 

number 1-7 is not cited in the introduction and its starts with 8 only. This should be 

properly checked and corrected. 
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